Carline Tips to help traffic flow

MORNING DROP-OFF

- *One Lane throughout the carline*
- Pull up to the car in front of you prior to letting your child exit
- Do not stop at the gate, this slows down the flow of carline
- Have your child ready to exit: shoes on, backpack & water ready
- Give them kisses & well wishes for the day prior to them starting to exit
- Do not get out of your car, the patrols will help open the car door

AFTERNOON PICK-UP

- *FORM 2 LINES on all rows* – BUT- the final pickup row near the cafeteria
- *MERGE at each circled corner,* continue into two rows in the next lane
- Be kind & let cars merge in at the main entrance
- NO LEFT TURNS out of the parking lot onto Natures Way Blvd
- Pull all the way up to the final pole prior to letting your student enter
- Hang your car tag in the front window or on the mirror
- Do not get out of your car! Patrols will help open the door for your student
- If you need to help your student buckle, please pull up/over to allow carline to continue flowing